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JONATHAN BELL
Jonathan Bell writes about
architecture, cars, design and
technology for a wide variety of
magazines around the world. 
He has edited and written nine
books on the subject of design,
including monographs on the
architects Todd Saunders and
Guard Tillman Pollock as well as
a book on the best properties sold
by The Modern House. 

He is currently an Editor-at-
Large at Wallpaper* and the
editor of PrivatSea Magazine
and the official Aston Martin
Magazine. He lives in South
London with his family.

VICCI BENTLEY
For over 40 years, Vicci Bentley’s
beauty features have appeared 
in numerous and diverse
publications including British
Vogue, Sunday Times Style, 
Good Housekeeping and The
Financial Times How to Spend It,
to which she currently
contributes regularly.  
Fragrance writing is something
of a passion for Vicci who has six
prestigious Jasmine Awards to
her credit. There can be few
subjects that stimulate such
visceral critique or emotive
description as scent, she
believes. This, not least, makes
perfume a luxury to write about.
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Women’s Wear Daily and the International
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articles appear on the style pages of the
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Association’s monthly consumer newsletter
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elcome to Walpole’s 2017 British Luxury Showcase.

As we celebrate our 25th anniversary, this year’s theme

shines a spotlight on the  five senses of British luxury. 

In an uncertain world, our natural instinct is to seek comfort from the

things that surround us and crave experiences that lift the spirits. 

As a result, never have sight, sound, touch, taste and smell been

more relevant in the luxury landscape. 

More often than not, it's  the simplest

things that awaken the senses and make

us feel good. The heady note of a particular

perfume, or the taste of a delicious plate of

food, are sometimes all it takes to evoke fond

childhood memories. The gentle hum of a

luxury car engine can send a pleasurable

shiver down one’s spine, while a cashmere

throw feels wondrously soft against the skin.

And London Fashion Week is more than a

visual feast for the eyes ~ the experience of

watching the latest collections live makes the

heart beat a little faster, and impacts upon

our auditory receptors as well.  

When purchasing luxury items today, it seems

we are focusing as much on the ‘experience’

as on the  products themselves. It's no

surprise then that the latest experiences

are designed around creating and stimulating

all of our senses to some degree. Many of our

celebrated British brands have extended their

offer so that an individual can be part of the

creative process: tailoring an experience, or

tailoring in the sense of creating a bespoke

product, both help strike an emotional chord.

British luxury brands 
have an innate ability 
to heighten the senses 
and stir the soul
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The 5 senses

says Walpole CEO,
MICHELLE EMMERSON
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In 2016, British heritage brand Burberry and British luxury craft retailer

The New Craftsmen joined forces to  create Makers House. 

At the London Soho pop-up space,  time-honoured skills such as 

hand-stitching, calligraphy, screen-printing and design were all

brought to life, while the latest runway collection was beamed out live

from an upstairs floor. Over the course of the next six days, members

of the public were invited to meet some of the makers, experience

some of the production techniques, and touch and feel the fabrics

to appreciate how the design process comes together to create the 

end product. This, combined with the opportunity to purchase the

Burberry collection straight from the runway, allowed for a brand new

customer experience, which was completely rounded in every sense.

In the luxury perfume sector, fragrance lovers also have the

opportunity to take some of their personal experiences and create

scents that hold a deeper meaning. Nothing compares to being able

to develop your own perfume based on an early memory or a place you

have travelled to, and to be guided through that experience by a leading

British perfumer. Of course, perfumers also create their own elaborate

tales as to how a new scent came about, and the inspiration behind it.

Whether it’s a trek through Peru, in the case of Ormonde Jayne’s

founder Linda Pilkington, or the scents and smells Jo Malone

experienced in the Elizabeth Street flower shop where she once

worked, we all love a good story. 

Makers House ~ meeting British luxury craftmakers

Makers House ~ showcasing British fabrics and hand-stitching expertise
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An emotional connection through music via online fashion and

lifestyle sites has led to the rise of the short film, with many a

luxury brand  incorporating beautifully shot promos  into

their marketing strategies. The role that music, film and sound

has to play in bringing those brands to life and telling the story

behind each one can have far-reaching results, especially as so

many luxury consumers research online first, and then head to

boutiques or department stores to make their final purchase. 

Time is ~ of course ~ of the essence, so it is vitally important that

a luxury brand can make both an audio as well as a visual impact

online in a short amount of time. This has led to what the UK's

leading fashion-trend forecaster,  WGSN, calls the ‘phygital’

tsunami: physical retail experiences, combined with digital

browsing; a combination of being able to experience things directly

but also experience them in an online capacity at the same time. 

Meanwhile, when it comes to tickling the taste buds, 

Marcus Wareing,  chef patron of the two-Michelin-starred

Marcus at The Berkeley Hotel, The Gilbert Scott and Tredwells,

is revered for his contemporary British cuisine, designed to

evoke and create lasting memories. Over at Fera at Claridge’s,

inspired by the constant changing of the seasons, head chef

Simon Rogan creates culinary masterpieces from home-grown

British garden vegetables and presents them in ways never 

seen before. The results are pure drama. 

In playing to our sense of sound, many of the UK’s five-star hotels

offer  world-class musical experiences ~ from  jazz nights  at 

The Savoy’s Beaufort Bar to classical evenings at The Ritz.

And opera companies such as Glyndebourne, The Welsh

National Opera and the Royal Opera House now participate

in cinema screenings and online streaming, showcasing Brand

Britain on an even bigger stage.

Fera at Claridges

The Savoy’s Beaufort Bar 

The ‘Marcus’ at The Berkeley Hotel
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And let’s not forget the sixth sense here. It’s this extrasensory

perception that many makers and game-changers in the British

luxury sector instinctively tune into. Hoteliers, especially, know

the importance of second-guessing their customers

and  meeting their cultural expectations and needs. 

They continue to surprise and delight by creating those ‘wow’

moments, where the customer feels as though individual

members of staff have taken the time to understand who they

are and where they come from.

These special touches are something London’s Corinthia Hotel 

takes to a whole new level. It now has a resident neuroscientist, 

Dr Tara Swart, whose research into mental resilience is used to

advise both staff and loyal guests. Her findings also form the

basis for the hotel’s new Brain Power packages and health-

conscious menus, as well as its tranquil bedroom settings.

Finally, in addition to celebrating our finest British luxury

brands ~ which form part of Walpole’s unique alliance ~ we

delve further into the five senses of luxury, through the shared

experiences of a select group of  seasoned editors, writers 

and celebrated tastemakers. 

So, why not light that scented candle, make yourself comfortable

under a cashmere throw, and indulge in the following pages?

Massimo Restaurant & Bar at Corinthia Hotel London

The Pool in ESPA Life Spa at Corinthia Hotel London
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Clear
Vision

If beauty is in the eye
of the beholder, then
British menswear has
never looked so sharp,
says DYLAN JONES
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can be quite dismissive when it comes to descriptions of

great beauty, especially when it comes to clothes. Twice a

year, when London Fashion Week Mens rolls around, I will

get an email from someone running a Japanese, or these

days probably Korean, magazine or website, and I’ll be asked

about my ‘style’. Or, occasionally, my ‘style regime’. And my

response tends to always be the same. “Well, I get up in the

morning and I put on a blue suit.”

Now, while this might sound a little rude, it’s completely true. I’ve been

wearing suits since my mid-twenties, when it was decidedly

unfashionable to be doing so. Back then, people went to work looking

as though they were going to a nightclub, at least the people I 

knew did. My friends went to work in spandex and torn bleached

denim and reversible orange MA-1 flying jackets, drape suits and

fluorescent shirts. To wear a suit, particularly a made-to-measure

suit, was something else besides. 

However, I saw a genuine beauty in the suit, as by then ~ the eighties ~

the suit had started to bridge the gap between conformity and

outrageousness. Britain has always been good at mixing, as there is

no country that does tradition as well as we do, nor anyone who does

rebellion better, either. Whether it’s pinstripes or bondage trousers,

Britain has always done it better. And I saw beauty in something that

while on the one hand looked incredibly conservative, on closer

inspection actually manifested all that is great about British creativity:

a clashing lining, slanted pockets, rope shoulders, slim-fit trousers,

and of course fabrics in wild and crazy colours.

While I now tend to only wear blue suits, back in the day I wore red suits,

white suits, suits that looked as though they may have been fashioned

from dishcloths or deck chairs, and I found beauty in all of them. Th
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Whether it’s pinstripes or

bondage trousers, Britain

has always done it better
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As for beauty in menswear, once it meant adhering to such traditional rules that

it almost became a cliché. If you were a man you wore a pinstripe suit and a

bowler hat, carried a briefcase and an umbrella (reinforcing the notion that it

always rains here), aspired to live in the suburbs and took pride in possessing

a self-deprecating wit and a stiff upper lip.

But as tradition and rebellion have fused in a most obliging way ~ helped, in

part, by the way in which our tourism industry has exploited the rebellious

nature of the British as well as our conventionality ~ so being beautifully British

today involves something of a step change.

In terms of clothing, a generic British look would probably still involve 

Savile Row, but it would be modern Savile Row as opposed to old-skool bespoke

tailoring. This would mean a suit from Richard James, Thom Sweeney or 

Gieves & Hawkes, a slightly showier suit in a central-heating-weight fabric, with

a more contemporary cut. Shoes would be bench-made too, but would be

chiseled toed, with more ~ dare I say it? ~ Italian styling. 

But this is what Britain, and in particular London, is all about. Cities are

driven by youth and novelty as much as money, and if they run out of either

then they start to shrink, either literally or metaphorically. London is full of

both, which is why it has become such a powerhouse of ingenuity and style.

Back in the sixties, everything was fresh ~ suddenly everything was here ~ 

a black-and-white city that in part had been turned into colour almost

overnight. In certain small parts of London it seemed as though someone 

had just turned on the lights. Everything was new and fresh and interesting

as this kind of reinvention hadn’t happened before. There was a quantum

difference between street life in 1966 and 1956, whereas today the city churns

and churns and churns, constantly transforming itself. London transforms

itself a million different ways every single day.

London is full of

youth and novelty

which is why it has

become a powerhouse

of ingenuity and style

Ties, obviously, are no longer necessary
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Dylan Jones 
is the editor of the UK edition of GQ magazine 

and chairman of London Collections Men

Elsewhere, menswear in this country has never been more dynamic, and the sight of

our young menswear designer gaining success is a sight to behold. James Long,

Patrick Grant, Lou Dalton, Sibling, Oliver Spencer, Craig Green, Christopher Raeburn,

the list goes on and on. And the important thing to me is not just the fact that these

designers are producing beautiful clothes that epitomize and often crystalise

everything that is great about British creativity, but also that they are commercially

successful, that these young men and women have managed to produced

commercial businesses as well as beautifully designed and beautifully made clothes.
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As for myself, well, they say that beauty is in

the eye of the beholder, and right now I can’t

think of anything more beautiful than a navy

blue bespoke Savile Row suit. And how do I

feel when I see one? Simple. I feel as though

I want to wear it.
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C E L E B R AT E D  TA S T E M A K E R

his may come as a surprise, but I like to think
that photography is not primarily about sight. A lot of
people say it's what you see but in my experience it’s
more about what you feel. I often think I have a mild
form of synaesthesia, a condition where you mix up the

senses and taste sounds, smell colours, see scents...

Strangely, when I am looking at things,  I almost feel that I
am  hearing them. When  I’m making a fashion film or an
advertising image or whatever it might be, I’m looking to tune the
image until it is harmonious. As a result, all the adjectives I use to
describe my own work tend to be those  you normally use to
describe sound.

While my primary approach isn’t necessarily visual, even though of
course you are looking at things constantly, I find myself letting go
of reality and trying not to respond to the physical reality that is in
front of me. When I’m waiting to take a photograph, I'm waiting to
respond to something, a desire, a hunch or a perception. It’s the
sense that you are waiting for something to come towards you and
that you are creating energy.

Quite early on in the process of trying to make sense of what I do,
I realised that there is a moment where  I don’t see at all. 
This happens when you click the shutter and the flash goes off.
Too much light is caused, which then compresses your retinas so
you don’t instantly see what you have taken. So it occurred  to
me that there must be a moment in which I am predicting, even if
it is for just a split second, the future. In this respect, my work is
of another time. 

I think fashion is something you are predisposed to. My father
worked for NATO and our family moved to Paris in the 1960s. 
I remember my mother’s incredible sense of style. Yves Saint
Laurent had just opened his first Rive Gauche boutique and she
bought a turquoise-coloured mini dress and a matching feather
boa. Fond memories like these have always stayed with me.
Fashion is the most accessible art form we have. People don’t just
randomly choose something to wear each day. It takes a conscious
decision to say something about yourself through your
appearance, and self-expression is an art.

I believe in the age-old adage: beauty is in the eye of the beholder.
We all fall in love with different people and we all think that person
is the most beautiful person in the world. The same is true when
working with my fashion clients. Your taste and what you like is
usually  nothing like theirs. For a long time I worked with 
Alexander McQueen and continue to collaborate with John
Galliano. Both of them have/had a very different vision of what is
beautiful. I always enjoy the collaboration process with designers,
whether it’s Gareth Pugh or Craig Green or Yohji Yamamoto. 
The trick is to get inside their heads, to question what they like
about the world and try and see beauty through their eyes.

Nick Knight OBE, is a visionary British fashion photographer and
founder and director of award-winning website SHOWstudio.com 
He is fêted for his ground-breaking creative collaborations with
leading fashion lights: Kate Moss, John Galliano and the late
Alexander McQueen. 
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A TouchLuxury
MICHELLE
OGUNDEHIN
delights in British 
design and interiors 
with a feel-me appeal
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nterior design tends to be dominated by the visual. 

This is to be expected when it is a world largely driven by

trends in colour and style. But for me, such moods

and moments, which inevitably float in and out of

fashion, are moot. The most important thing, in my 

own home, and in those I create for others, is tactility. 

Texture. Touch. By which I mean, the creation of spaces with

surfaces that thrill the fingertips, using fabrics that caress and

cosset the skin, and floor-coverings underfoot that treat the

toes. Of course the visual is still crucial. One's home has to be

pleasing to the eye, but how it makes you feel, and what you

literally feel as you inhabit it, is what elevates the apparently

beautiful to the intrinsically nurturing. Additionally, in an age

where speed and the virtual seem to have knocked asunder the

appreciation of quiet consideration in real time, interiors created

with tactility at their core can be a reprieve from this frantic

nullity, somewhere it is possible to be grounded in the present

and re-connect with all your senses through the hand of the

maker. Or to put it another way, when something has been

sculpted, knotted or woven by hand, within it by default lies a

sense of love and care, and to be surrounded by such things,

can only be beneficial to the soul.

It's something that Vertu, the British makers of couture mobile

phones, handmade by a single craftsman in a small factory in Church

Crookham, England, intimately understands. After all, a mobile is not

just an essential 21st century accoutrement, it is something held in

the hand, kept near the body and often pressed to the face. 

I
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And with current data suggesting that the average person looks at

their phone up to 600 times a day, to craft it into an object of extreme

tactile beauty, makes a lot of sense. As Vertu Head of Design,

Hutch Hutchison says, "I think there is something very special

about objects that are really built by hand. Things you can depend

on because you know they are made with more attention, and from

superior materials.”

In Vertu's case those materials could include ruby, sapphire and

titanium, but I believe that all really glorious materials, whether

finely veined marbles, intricately embroidered textiles or hand-

knotted rugs, have a touch-me draw. They beg to be felt, or

stroked. Thus, as well as connoting comfort, such materials

also exude an undeniable luxe. It is something exploited to the

max by the upper echelons of the hospitality sector. And no-one

does it better than the British with our trademark refinement

and understated commitment to service.
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The key to luxury British
makers is that their wares
do not just look good ~
they feel good in every
fibre of their being

32

In this world of haute discretion, quality whispers with a roar. Alfred Pisani, founder and

chairman of Corinthia Hotels puts it succinctly when he attributes what he believes

makes his hotels different to... "the way we value authenticity, the trouble we take on

individual details, grounded with a style that's discreet rather than merely ostentatious. 

All of these are the little ways we try to make a big difference ~ just as craftsmen have always

done through the ages."

One only has to think too of The Goring, opened in 1910, and still lovingly run by the founding

Goring family, where exquisite service is set against the elegant backdrop of a hotel that, 

in their own words, "from the Linley designed dining room celebrating the very best of British

cuisine, to the artistry of the hand-woven Gainsborough Silks which adorn the walls so gracefully...

is a wonder to behold." Indeed the opening swish of the doors, the crackle of the real log

fire in the lounge and the vibrantly glossy yellow walls of the garden-facing tea-room, 

all add up to the impression that nothing bad could ever happen here. It is imbued in the

very fabric of the surroundings. 

But what is it that invests the making of British

goods, especially textiles, with such emotional

resonance? If cashmere always comes from

Mongolian goats, or Merino wool from Australian

sheep, can the resultant wares really be so

different to things made with the dedication of the

Italians, the flamboyance of the French or even

the vivacity of Indians? I think Johnstons of Elgin

would say yes. "Our expert craftsmen and women

take pride in every thread, every twist, every yarn and

every stitch, from raw fibre in the wool store to perfected

garment on the showroom floor. From dyeing to

blending, carding to spinning, warping to weaving,

knitting to tea selling and cutting to folding, it all

happens in our own mills in the heart of Scotland."
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Michelle Ogundehin
is editor-in-chief, ELLE Decoration UK

Indeed, it is an enduring theme in modern British luxury, craftsmanship built

upon traditional values combined with passion to lend an allure of sophisticated

excellence, whether it's Ettinger's silky-soft leather wallets lovingly hand-

crafted in Walsall, to Burberry's iconic trenches, splendid in their patented

gabardine, and still made in Yorkshire. But it is also the British eye for the twist,

the unexpected combination or the dynamic collaboration that lifts them 

above and beyond. Consider 18th-century architect Robert Adam's splendour

seamlessly complemented by the designs of the late and legendary architect

Zaha Hadid, as is the case at the private member's club Home House, or interior

designer Teresa Hastings' sensitive, but thoroughly contemporary, upgrading

of master tailor Gieves & Hawkes' flagship store in a 18th-century William Kent

townhouse at No1 Savile Row. Or, Dovecot Studios, established in 1912 as an

offshoot of William Morris' workshops working with Turner prize winning artist

Chris Ofili on a tapestry, which will be unveiled at The National Gallery this year

(26th April-28th August 2017). In short, despite a palette available to all, the

elite of British makers consistently stitch, craft and hammer their way to heights

rarely attained by others. And key is that their wares do not just look good, but

they feel good in every fibre of their being.
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British hand-craftsmanship ~ Left to right: Mulberry, Ettinger & Savoir Beds
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From cheese to gin, modern-day British 

produce is guaranteed to tickle the taste buds,

notes NICHOLAS LANDER

Great Taste
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hat makes British food so special? And, in particular, what

feelings does the taste of the first-of-the-season’s

asparagus, the first grouse, a piece of Stilton cheese or even

the taste of the only cake I bake all year ~ a Christmas cake

from Darina Allen’s Ballymaloe cookbook ~ arouse in me?W

My earliest memories are of my Jewish youth when the importance of sitting during

a family mealtime around one table was inculcated in me. Each of the season’s new

ingredients were the pretext for a blessing that I still mutter under my breath, albeit

not quite as loudly nor as regularly as I once did, which thanked the Lord for seeing

fit that I had survived to enjoy yet again this particular vegetable or fruit. (I will always

associate this with the first of the season’s apples that are enjoyed with honey to

symbolise a ‘sweet new year’ at the Jewish New Year).

This leads onto the 1980s when I resurrected L’Escargot restaurant in Greek Street,

Soho, London. We, my chef Martin Lam and I, were small-time pioneers: seasonal

menus; menus written in English; and the naming of many of our, often small,

producers on the menu. My involvement extended to collecting the boxes 

of Cumberland sausages, made by Jimmy Mulholland in the tiny village of 

Great Orton outside Carlisle, Cumbria and the black pudding made by Jack Morris

in Bury, Lancashire, from the Red Star depot in Euston station on my way into

work, as well as potted shrimps from James Baxter & Son in Morecambe Bay.
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The first to be thanked

has to be nature itself ~

global warming may be

making better vintages

for makers of English

sparkling wines

42

One of the particular features on L’Escargot’s menu was a British cheese plate where

we featured cheeses from around the UK. Lancashire from Mrs Kirkham; Cheddar

from the Montgomery family in Somerset; as well as the newer wave of goats’

cheeses that were then a novelty. I recall hearing later that in 1981 we were only the

fourth restaurant customer of Neal’s Yard Dairy which had just been taken over by

the man who has come to personify their mission, Randolph Hodgson. Hodgson and

his team of equally devoted cheese enthusiasts were to set standards for reviving

farms and their cheeses that is probably unequalled anywhere in the world.

In doing so, he instilled in his son with the same passion, just as I have. Hodgson’s

son Raef, and our Will, together may have got Firsts in their respective Oxford

degrees in Sanskrit and History, but they did not allow that to stand in their way. 

By the time they had reached their early thirties each had become a successful

restaurateur, Hodgson at 40 Maltby Street, our son with The Quality Chop House,

Portland and Clipstone.

In doing so they are writing menus, talking to suppliers and ensuring that those

suppliers are paid promptly (every small supplier’s main requirement!) with accrued

enthusiasm, strengthening an already close relationship. In the UK this became

possible only because in the late 1970s and 1980s there were certain individuals who

woke up to the importance of artisanal ingredients and produce before they were

irrevocably abandoned for much cheaper alternatives.

This development in the UK had repercussions first of all on the east coast of the

USA, then in Australia and New Zealand, then in South Africa, and finally across

other English-speaking countries. In certain countries, the ties between artisan

producers and consumers/retailers were never so acutely strained ~ in France,

Spain, Italy and Greece for example. In the UK, this rapprochement happened just

in time, when producers, wholesalers and sellers were bright young men invariably

without the beard or a tattoo that seem a prerequisite today.

So if subsequent seasons’ asparagus, grouse and the produce of so many renowned

cheese makers will be so distinctive, who will be responsible?
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Nicholas Lander
is The Financial Times

restaurant critic and an

award-winning author

The first to be thanked has to be nature itself. Global warming may be making

better vintages for makers of English sparkling wines, such as Nyetimber,

Hambledon and Wiston, but our four seasons are vitally important, too, in

making our produce so special. Our relatively cool maritime climate is superb

at retaining crispness and flavour in a wide array of fruits such as apples and

raspberries that can be disappointing from warmer regions.

Nature has in turn allowed certain individuals to settle, to find the right balance

between the climate and the market and grow and produce so many, exciting

foodstuffs. It is the flavour of the grass that the cattle in the prescribed counties

of Rutland, Leicestershire and Nottinghamshire that makes Stilton so special,

the clear water in Scotland that allows certain distillers, Glenfiddich,

Glenmorangie and Johnnie Walker inter alia, to convert this non-alcoholic

liquid into so many different, potent whiskies.

Time and passion are the other factors. Time for a whisky, a cheese, a rib of beef

even a loaf of bread to take on extra nuances that will distinguish it from its

neighbours and establish a following. It is the time that determines not just the final

flavour but also the fact that all the finest producers are driven by passion rather

than profit.

We British have also a long and proven tradition as innovators. Alongside a gin and

tonic made with Tanqueray gin, I recently tasted Foxhole Gin, a drink long associated

with Hogarth and his engravings of mother’s ruin. This bottle, one of only 1,000

produced, was crowd funded and for the first time ever is produced from the leftovers

from the English wine industry. It is extremely good, the product of a long British

tradition with a 21st-century twist ~ a potent symbol of just what makes British

produce so special.

Islay landscape
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s a chef you have to have an open mind about food.
As a kid, you turn your nose up at things like
cabbage and sprouts but you love chips and roast
potatoes because they taste really good. We didn’t
have a very varied diet growing up so there wasn’t a

lot to dislike. Instead, we enjoyed Mum’s straightforward cooking
~ lots of hearty stews, custard tarts, apple pies… A roast was
always on the table every Sunday and this is still my fondest
memory of growing up.

Becoming a chef was a natural progression for me. During my
school holidays, I would  help my  father, a fruit and potato
merchant from Merseyside, deliver fresh produce to local shops
and restaurants. I saw a world of catering before I became an
adult and loved the atmosphere, the  bustle  of the  kitchens,
the characters… As I waited for the chef to tick off the delivery
sheet, I sensed that I belonged in these places and felt at home
in them. Even then, back in the seventies and eighties, the world
of food seemed really interesting to me.  

Today, more often than not, modern British cuisine leads to
London where fine dining is taken as seriously as business 
and finance. We have so much culinary diversity.  If you visit
France, you expect a lot of French cuisine. But if you come to
London, then you know you are going to get a huge amount of
variety from around the world, as well as the best seasonal
British ingredients

In the culinary world, there are plenty of different ingredients that
bring out flavour. For me, salt is the one thing that enhances
flavour and complements savoury dishes incredibly well. Being a
northern boy, I’m accustomed to gravies and sauces. I really enjoy
making sauces to enhance a dish. If you ask me what I would
make for my last supper, it would be something like a green
peppercorn sauce that I would serve with a succulent rib-eye
steak and triple-cooked chips.

All senses are important in what I do. Sight is obviously vital because
you want things to look good, and when buying ingredients you need
to make sure that they are of the highest quality. We all ‘eat’ with
our eyes. We want our plate to have the 'wow' factor. Then there is
the sense of smell. There could be an aroma that comes off the dish
that really ignites the senses, and of course, you have to smell food
to make sure it’s fresh. I don't especially rely on my sense of
sound when I'm cooking, unless you can count the need to listen to
my service staff and customers.  

When I’m devising a new menu, I also think that the sixth sense is
as important as the sense of taste. You have to have that confidence
in your gut instinct, in the sense that you know you are right, you’ve
made the right decision: it tastes good, the combinations work, it
looks good and smells great. At the end of the day, that’s what it all
boils down to. 

Marcus Wareing is a chef and restaurateur, owner of Marcus Wareing
Restaurants which includes three of London’s leading restaurants: the
two Michelin-starred Marcus at The Berkeley Hotel, The Gilbert Scott
at the St Pancras Renaissance Hotel; and his latest, Tredwells, in
Covent Garden. He is also a judge on the BBC’s MasterChef TV series.

C E L E B R AT E D  TA S T E M A K E R
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t’s a truism that fashion shows in London are different from

all others. Having become a fashion centre much later than

Paris, New York and even Milan, it might have been expected

that it would tiptoe into the limelight, fearfully watching 

its Ps and Qs.

Not so. London hit the international fashion scene running. It became

newsworthy in its first season and has remained so ever since.

Katharine Hamnett and Vivienne Westwood sent things out onto the

runway that had never been seen before. Raw yet sophisticated,

baroque but also wearable, they changed the face of fashion not just

for London and the eighties but, for the future, across the globe,

for good. What they gave the world was not just outrageous fashion

but attitude: theirs was, arguably the only creative movement sewn entirely the product 

of youth and social disadvantage in the cultural history of the last 50 years.

Did it all drop out of a clear sky? Yes, they were totally original, sure of their vision, looking

neither left nor right. And London never looked back. Let’s not forget that ‘you had to be there’

was originally a fashion expression, and judgement, and, if it is still true of anywhere, it is true

of London. I know because I have witnessed memorable moments at first hand. I am often

asked if I cry at fashion shows and the answer is no, but tears prick a little with pride when I

see something as perfectly beautiful as a McQueen or Galliano show. But it’s not just with pride.

It is also with gratitude to them for going that extra mile and opening our eyes to modernity,

which is the role of all arts, in their different ways.
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a visual punch and generates an
audible buzz around the world,
writes COLIN MCDOWELL
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British fashion packs a
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Just think of the power of Burberry ~ and the courage it gave to young

designers when Christopher Bailey was made chief designer, aged

only 30 years, followed by becoming CEO of the company. That is the

sort of noise that encourages others to do their own thing. And it is

not unique. When Alexander McQueen died, there was speculation,

but no panic, about how best the label might be carried on ~ and I am

absolutely certain that there wasn’t even a scintilla of doubt within

the company that it would carry on. Instead of ‘buying in’ a designer

with a huge name elsewhere, as fashion in Paris seem addicted to

doing, the chosen successor was Sarah Burton ~ the woman who

knew McQueen better than anyone and understood his fashion

approach sufficiently to carry it on ~ not as pastiche, but in his spirit.

66

This is the sort of noise that, when it is made in London makes the

rest of the world sit up and listen. And, that is because we manage

more successfully than most to re-invent companies while keeping

the essence of what made the company great in the first place.

Think of the classics of menswear: Church’s shoes, now part of the

Italian company, Prada, but still treated with a deference and taste

that its longevity demands. Or the tailors: Henry Poole & Co, Gieves

& Hawkes (No 1, Savile Row ~ what an address!). The latter is a

company that has modernised its shop as well as its stock, making

both fashionable yet traditional at the same time. 

Let’s think of younger companies too. What Mulberry has achieved

in re-positioning itself has been phenomenal. The same goes for

Jimmy Choo, Thomas Pink and Smythson. 
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I am lucky because, for nearly all of my professional life, I have been

that privileged, and, I admit, pampered, creative: a front-row person.

It is an honour that comes, to a degree, as an acknowledgement

of ones talents and taste, but much more as a reflection of the

power of the British media. They are the ones who, responding to

the colours and shapes of the runway, cause ‘the buzz’, the noise’,

‘the sound' of fashion which is respected by commentators and

the all-important buyers who flock to London Fashion Week

twice a year. I think that this is an appropriate moment to

mention a woman of such refinement that she would never

make a noise, but her softly delivered comments on a show are

like gently throwing a pebble into a pond ~ the rings ripple

around the fashion pond and influence everybody. I refer to 

Mrs Joan Burstein, founder of Browns fashion boutique, who

has for years been the quiet, talismanic sounding board of

perfect taste and knowledge. Even very powerful store buyers

in America always felt safer if they knew what labels she was

buying each season and could follow her lead.

And that is the ‘noise’ that is inherent to British fashion. It can’t

be easily emulated because it is about a way of thinking and it can’t

be copied with such assurance in any other capital - not because

Mrs Burstein is now retired, but because the noise comes from a

love of fashion. And if that sounds too soppy let me assure you it

is not. Success in fashion is about passion before it is about money

and profits. In London, we are lucky to have that passion, not just

in our designers who, being young, do make a lot of noise (and

long may that continue), but also in some of the best retailers in

the entire fashion world. These are people who believe in

themselves, in their judgement and skill, and in companies such

as Matches, Selfridges and Harvey Nichols.
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This is quite an achievement, as well as clear proof that tradition

does not mean clinging to a fuddy-duddy past. In London the

traditions can be respected and preserved. Luxury goods are so

called for a reason, after all, and it doesn't mean luggage or

anything else that still looks the same as Great-Grandmama's.

That, as British luxury brands know well, is not respect for the past

but laziness. The world moves on and so traditions must, too. 

Fine materials and workmanship can cause just as much

excitement if presented correctly as any 'fresh from art school'

whizz kid can ~ and has much more chance of surviving, too.

For me, however, the London DNA is about irreverence and the

fact that Artful-Dodger cheek and Brook-Street quality can exist

together in full awareness of what each provides for the other,

and for the rest of us. And that, in very different ways is colour.

Not just literal colour but also the colour that our designers

such as Erdem, Christopher Kane and Roksanda bring to their

work from their travels, their familial cultures and the more

varied cultures they absorb just by being in London.

The colour for which British fashion is becoming noted is 

bold and wild and rewrites all the rules of good taste.

This is always a good thing with young designers as

their primary role is to show us all just how much can

be successfully dared, then changed and even

accepted by traditionalists. 67
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Again, I come back to Establishment names such as

Mulberry, Burberry and Thomas Pink, all of whom

take colour very seriously. But for the pure joy of the

boldness of young London runways, I think pre-eminently of

female designers: Simone Rocha, daughter of a famous designer

father ~ John Rocha, Mary Katrantzou, with her brilliant patterns and

bold colours, and Roksanda Ilincic, who keeps her identity, while 

re-inventing her own colour wheel each season. And my personal

favourites, Margaret Howell and Anya Hindmarch, neither of whom

could be anything but British but whose strengths makes them

refreshingly different.

So, London is not only about noise, colour, excitement and outrage,

but it is also about confidence and the joie de vivre to enjoy what this

amazing city has to offer. Who could want for anything more? 

For as Samuel Johnson said in 1777, “When a man is tired of London,

he is tired of life”.

Colin McDowell is an acclaimed British style writer,
author and fashion commentator. 
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The Walpole British Luxury
Awards celebrate the very best
luxury products and services
in the UK ~ from fashion to
food and drink; and from fine
jewellery to fragrance. 

The 15th-annual Walpole Luxury
Awards rewarded 14 incredible
brands and individuals from a
shortlist of 42 nominees; all
luxury game changers in their
own right.

Read on to discover who won big at the most prestigious night in luxury.

British Luxury Awards 2016
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Awarded to the British luxury company, institution or individual

who has delivered the highest cultural experiential standards

in the past year.

In association with: London Advertising In association with: The Times Luxx

Fashioning a 
Reign exhibitions at 
Her Majesty The Queen's
official residences

WINNER

In celebration of Her Majesty's 90th birthday in 2016, special

exhibitions have been staged at each of Her Majesty's official

residences. Fashioning a Reign, currently on display at Windsor

Castle until January 2017, charts significant events in the

Queen's life and the nation's history through an unprecedented

collection of dress designed for these occasions, from childhood

to the present day.

NOMINEES

NOMINEES

Royal Ascot Ladies’ Day Tate Modern

Vogue 100 Exhibition at the
National Portrait Gallery World of Wedgwood 

Awarded to the British luxury brand or company that has shown 

the greatest commitment to and success in the support and

development of skills in British craftsmanship and design.

Rolls-Royce Motor Cars
WINNER

Johnstons of Elgin Nyetimber

Simon RoganSavoir Beds

Soane Britain 

Opposite: Ralph & Russo Desert Alina

BEST BRITISH 
CULTURAL EXPERIENCE

BEST BRITISH LUXURY
CRAFTSMANSHIP

From the marque’s inception 113 years ago, Rolls-Royce Motor

Cars has stood as a defining symbol of British craftsmanship

excellence. Through the melding of traditional artisanal craft-skills

and cutting-edge materials and technology, the marque’s recent

success at its new home in Goodwood, West Sussex, has renewed

British manufacturing’s standing in the eyes of the world’s most

discerning and influential patrons of luxury.
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Awarded to the British luxury brand or institution that has made

sustainability an inherent part of its business ethic and practice.

Burberry House of 
St Barnabas

JOINT WINNERS

Established in 1856, Burberry

is a British luxury brand with 

a heritage of innovation,

craftsmanship and design. 

The company is committed to

continuously exploring more

productive and sustainable

ways of working, from

recycling textile waste into new

yarns to sourcing electricity

through green tariffs.

The House of St Barnabas is a

not-for-profit members’ club in

Soho ~ it challenges stereotypes

by redefining the notion of a

members’ club ~ generating

income to run an Employment

Academy to help people back

into sustainable employment by

offering work experience, real

job opportunities, mentoring

and accredited qualifications. 

NOMINEES

Erdem Grosvenor

Rêve En Vert

Awarded to the British luxury brand most dedicated to

supporting luxury manufacturing in the UK.

Sunseeker
WINNER

Sunseeker is the world’s leading brand for luxury performance

motor yachts from 48-155 feet and constantly sets new

standards and benchmarks. From the dynamic San Remo and

Sport Yacht models, through its luxurious Manhattan range,

iconic Predator models, and its majestic Yachts range, each

Sunseeker is the result of an uncompromising approach to

innovative design and manufacturing excellence.

NOMINEES

Bremont Ettinger

MulberryHolland & Holland

In association with: Premier Tax Free In association with: G.F Smith

THE CHAMPION OF BRITISH 
LUXURY SUSTAINABILITY

THE CHAMPION OF BRITISH 
LUXURY MANUFACTURING
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Awarded to the British luxury brand, company or individual,

that has excelled in taking a British luxury offering and

introducing it to other markets.

Soho House Group
WINNER

Soho House was founded in London, in 1995, as a private 

members’ club for those in the film, media and creative

industries. The group has gradually expanded to include 18

Houses globally, as well as 38 restaurants, cinemas, spas and

hotels. Each House is slightly different depending on its location,

but the ethos of the Houses has remained the same: to create a

comfortable home for a community of like-minded, creative

people, wherever they are.

NOMINEES

Bremont Jaguar Land Rover

Stella McCartneyJohnnie Walker

WINNER

Awarded to the individual, brand or company who has shown

exceptional digital innovation either via a campaign, product

or new offering.

Anya Hindmarch

Anya Hindmarch is renowned for blending creativity and wit

with cutting-edge techniques and a dedication to personalisation

and craftsmanship. 

This is not just reflected in the collections, but also on the

runway (Anya Hindmarch was the first accessories brand to

stage a London Fashion Week show) and in innovative retail

and digital experiences.      

NOMINEES

Banneya London Bentley

Magic Mirror Burberry

In association with: Freight Brokers In association with: ThoughtWorks

THE CHAMPION OF BRITISH 
LUXURY OVERSEAS

DIGITAL INNOVATION 
IN BRITISH LUXURY
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Awarded to four emerging brands or individuals with 

the potential for outstanding global achievement in 

British luxury.

Gary Card

Ben Murphy

Kathryn Sargent

Mother of Pearl

THE FOUR WINNERS

NOMINEES

WINNER

Awarded to the British luxury brand that has had the greatest

global impact or growth in terms of sales and exposure in the

past year. 

Charlotte Tilbury

Jimmy Choo Charlotte Olympia

Ralph & RussoPrincess Yachts

In association with: Miscon de Reya In association with: Laurent-Perrier

WALPOLE 2016 EMERGING 
BRITISH LUXURY TALENTS

BRITISH LUXURY BRAND
OF THE YEAR

Gary Card is a set designer,

illustrator and all-round

creative talent. His unique

stamp has been spotted on an

array of items ~ Topman

shorts ~ watches for Swatch ~

plus collaborations with Stella

McCartney and the design of

headpieces for Lady Gaga. 

Former protégé of world-

renowned chef Pierre

Koffmann, Ben Murphy is

rightly making a name for

himself in the British

culinary industry. At only 

25 his flair and execution

has already won him 

many accolades.

Kathryn Sargent is the

founder, head cutter, and

creative talent behind luxury

bespoke tailoring brand,

Kathryn Sargent. Steeped in

traditional values she is the

first female master tailor to

open a seasonal store on

London’s historic Savile Row.

Grounded in prints, Mother

of Pearl has become well

known for its unique

aesthetic, signature shapes

and sportswear detailing.

Carried by 90 stockists in

over 25 countries the brand

has built a strong presence

throughout the  world.

Since launching three years ago, Charlotte Tilbury has

revolutionised the global beauty industry, sharing the power of

makeup and showing women how easy it is to look and feel like

the most beautiful version of themselves. Charlotte Tilbury

continues to innovate with industry firsts, from the first-ever

virtual reality perfume experience starring Kate Moss, to a 

‘Hot Lips’ lipstick range in collaboration with Women for 

Women International. 
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WINNER

LEADER IN LUXURY 2016 AWARD

In association with: tvc

The first female head of British GQ in its 

quarter-of-a-century history, Vanessa Kingori

MBE is also the youngest-serving and first black

publisher in Condé Nast UK’s 100 operating

years. Listed as one of the 20 Most Influential

Black Britons under 40 in 2013 by Powerlist

magazine, this was elevated to one of the UK’s

overall Most Influential Black Britons on the 2016

list. Most recently, Vanessa was awarded an MBE

in the Queen's 90th Birthday Honours List in 

June 2016 for services to the media industry.

WINNER

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT IN BRITISH LUXURY

In association with: Clive Christian

Britain’s only haute-couture house, 

Ralph & Russo was established in 2007 

by its eponymous founders Tamara Ralph 

and Michael Russo. The high-fashion label

specialises in haute couture, ready-to-wear 

and fashion accessories and now has 10 linked

boutiques worldwide, employs more than 400

people and is the only British brand in over 

100 years to be deemed eligible to present 

its Haute Couture collections on the official

Paris schedule. 

Vanessa Kingori MBE,
Publisher, British GQ

Ralph & Russo

Vanessa Kingori  MBE

Ralph & Russo
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Wired Sound

For aficionados, cars sound as distinct and
different from one another as birdsong, 

says JONATHAN BELL
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modern luxury car is an

assemblage of thousands of

moving parts, each of which

must work in harmony to create

a consistent, desirable whole.

Perhaps most importantly of all, the dreaded

triumvirate of Noise, Vibration and Harshness

(NVH) needs to be cast out wherever possible.

On top of that, a modern car must serve as

an acoustically superior space in which to

listen to music, with bespoke sound systems 

that have been digitally mapped to perform

precisely to its interior. 

It’s a recipe for complexity. The automobile has always been a poor

platform for audio excellence. An engine operates through

combustion, with cylinders containing pistons connected to a

crankshaft, the latter rotating at thousands of revolutions per minute

as it transforms the energy created by burning fuel into the energy

that powers the wheels. It goes without saying that these operations

are not silent. In more than 100 years of car-making, the finest

engineering minds have devoted themselves to the constant

refinement of this process, culminating today in production cars

that can sit idle in virtual silence and cruise all day at three figure

speeds with only the noise of the wind for company. 

A

The myriad ways of mixing this mechanical cocktail has also

served up some truly evocative noises; definitive sounds that not

only shaped the 20th century but which continue to define the

automobile and generate a visceral, emotional effect many

decades later. For aficionados, cars sound as distinct and different

from one another as birdsong. History, heritage, experience and

ability are inextricably bound up in the rich combination of engine

roar and exhaust note. A V12 engine might sound rich and sonorous

from within a sporting grand tourer, yet the same configuration has

a howling, intense urgency when installed within an 80s or 90s

Formula One car, revving much faster without any mufflers or

insulation to deaden the onslaught. Internal combustion offers

practically limitless mechanical combinations, all of which impact

on the sound, from the firing order of the cylinder bank to the

resonance and size of the exhaust.
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Sound is a signature, a way of defining the
ethos and ability that underpins a brand
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Even the crackle and pop caused by excess fuel combusting in the

hot exhaust can be artificially generated, adding a noisy but ‘sporting’

lustre to your daily soundtrack. For these reasons, a Ferrari V12

sounds different to an Aston Martin, just as a big American V8 from

the muscle car era has a very different character to a modern 

8-cylinder unit from Audi or Maserati.

The writing is on the wall for the internal combustion engine, and

with it the sonic qualities that have defined sports cars 

for generations. While the aural properties of electric cars are still

very much under discussion, car-makers have started to subtly shift

the consumer perception of noise away from the real and towards a

more synthetic approach. BMW leads the way in audio synthesis,

with its Active Sound Design system artificially enhancing engine

noise and relaying processed sounds into the cabin through the car's

speaker system. In the case of the hybrid i8 supercar, ASD

transforms the driver’s perception of what is a modest, 1.5 litre 

3-cylinder engine into a much larger and throatier unit. Under hard

acceleration, the i8 sounds hefty and raw, with ASD cloaking the fact

that the bulk of the power expended is actually from the battery pack,

driving the wheels near silently through an electric motor. 

Sound is a signature, a way of defining the ethos and ability that

underpins a brand. In the modern era, these characteristics can

be tuned and finessed, giving the car designer a plethora of

ingredients with which to cook. Special valves can be opened or

closed to vary the pitch and intensity of the sound, allowing

engine and exhaust noises to be tuned precisely for different

levels of impact. 

A car offers a cornucopia
of sonic possibilities
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Audio systems have evolved into massively complex, multi-speaker

set-ups that dovetail with a car’s many core systems. Over the past

decade, new brand partnerships have emerged as audio

manufacturers collaborate with car companies to create the best 

in-car systems. Danish masters Bang & Olufsen work with Audi,

BMW and Aston Martin, adding a theatrical flourish with their

signature ‘rising’ dashboard-mounted tweeters. Porsche works with

German manufacturer Burmester, as do Bugatti and Mercedes, with

motorised rotating tweeters deployed in the Mercedes-Maybach for

optimum sound placement. West Sussex hi-fi specialists 

Bowers & Wilkins work with BMW, Maserati and Volvo, while 

Bentley collaborates with fellow British manufacturer Naim. 

All of the above companies tailor-make systems for very specific

environments, with key decisions like speaker placement established

very early on in the design process. But audio systems aren’t just

about traditional ICE (in-car entertainment). Car stereos must also

take and receive hands-free calls, recognise voice commands

and convey the many audio warnings and cues generated by

day-to-day driving. 

The reassuring click-clack sound of the indicators, for example,

was originally created by the physical noise of a metal switch

flicking back and forth between the contacts. Today, these

sounds are entirely artificial, tuned to just the right pitch to be

heard over the radio or other environmental sounds. Where every

possible aspect of NVH has been addressed, a new breed of

noise-cancelling systems can step in, such as Ford’s Active

Noise Control, using in-cabin microphones to detect dominant

mechanical sounds and then counter them with sound waves

generated through the speakers. The true premium brands

would say that their superior engineering, sound-proofing and

all-round cabin ambience, whether it’s thick carpet, 

double-glazed windows or simple mechanical excellence,

counters the need for such measures. A car offers a cornucopia

of sonic possibilities, not all of them intentional yet adding a rich

layer of character that shapes our perception of this endlessly

fascinating machine. 

Jonathan Bell
is editor-at-large at Wallpaper*
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ccording to neuroscientists, we develop sound receptors
in the auditory cortex of the brain at 16 weeks in
gestation, so we have our first audio experiences from
the word go. My first memory of ‘sound’ happened
around the age of two. Following an allergic reaction 

to penicillin, I remember waking up in a hospital cot completely
engulfed in the sounds of the hospital, clashing metal… people
talking…  Some years later, the first song to move me to the point of,
‘Wow, so that’s what music can do to you,’ was Close to You by The
Carpenters. It was the first time I had ever heard anyone sing so
beautifully

My grandmother had dementia. When she was young, she used to
recite the Lake Isle of Innisfree by W.B. Yeats. She would even sing it
around the house. Poetry is another form of verse or song, and even
though all through her illness she didn’t know who we were or the
fact that she had been married for 60 years, she could still recite that
poem right up until her death. 

Looking back, I wish I had known sooner about the difference music
can make to those suffering with a dementia. It wasn’t until we
started to sing Christmas carols to my grandmother that she started
to sing along with us. She was a singer for most of her life so that
moment of being able to reconnect with her was overwhelming. 
Her illness really opened a door for me and inspired my work. 
For my album, Awake But Always Dreaming, I began to imagine where
my grandmother would go in those quiet moments and tried to
recreate that other world. Experiential electronic sounds really
helped do that. 

Dementia also sparked the idea for the Memory Tapes, which was
initially created for a BBC Radio 6 Music programme hosted by the
DJ Lauren Laverne. I like to think of it as a time capsule; 
a compilation of songs, which resonate with me ~ ones I played
constantly in my formative teenage years. I thought that if I ever
develop dementia and there still isn’t a cure by then, my children
and grandchildren will be able to connect with me through a mix
tape of songs. 

I love the sound of the sea but not a calm sea. I compose tracks in a
studio in North West Donegal, where my family is from. It is quite
remote and the weather is often very wild but on a beautiful day you
get the perfect combination of sunshine and huge waves crashing
up against the rocks. I can sit for hours listening to that sound. 
In contrast, my other studio is in a basement in East London.
Despite having no natural daylight, it’s a beautiful lab-like space,
filled with lots of synths and electronic instruments. It’s where all
my ideas come together in one place. 

As a musician, having a mobile phone is incredibly useful for
recording abstract sounds. I find that the voice memo compresses
sound in quite a strange way. For instance, I recently recorded the
sound of a digger smashing up a concrete pavement, which has
since become the sound of a snare drum in my latest work. As an
artist you absorb what is going on around you. Today, we have sounds
and music in the background all the time so when I write and
compose I do so with a sense of deeper meaning and hopefully that
communicates to everyone else. 

Hannah Peel is an Irish singer-songwriter, multi-instrumentalist,
composer and arranger now based in London. Following several EPs,
her anticipated second solo album Awake But Always Dreaming was
released by her own imprint label My Own Pleasure Records, in 2016.
The album delves deep into the failure of brain neurons and memory. 

C E L E B R AT E D  TA S T E M A K E R
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Sound

by 
Hannah Peel
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These are the British luxury brands sought

out and celebrated on a global scale for their

unsurpassed quality, innovation, design,

craftsmanship and creativity. They are also

the reassuringly familiar names we look to

in times of uncertainty ~ and with 2016

providing political surprises, worries of

economic downturns, and the untimely

passing of a whole host of international

icons, uncertainty has dominated headlines

for longer than many of us could ever

have imagined.  

But raising their heads above the parapet

is the new luxury ~ burgeoning, niche

players; up-and-coming entrepreneurs;

cutting-edge craftsmen. Brave young

companies and entrepreneurs standing up

to the uncertainty, striving to sit alongside

the big brands, forging the way to become

the icons of 2017. 

And in challenging times it is more

important than ever that these fledgling

firms are given the support they need 

to flourish. 

Initiatives such as Walpole’s Brands of
Tomorrow and Crafted seek out the most
exciting new talents, pairing them 
with established stalwarts of British luxury: 
the big brands benefiting from fresh,
innovative thinking, vision and
enthusiasm; the new brands reaping
decades of experience, knowledge and
professionalism. This mutually beneficial
relationship allows the British luxury
industry to not only survive, but to thrive ~
ensuring certainty replaces uncertainty in
one corner of the world at the very least.

Brands of Hope and Glory
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The Womenswear Designer The Men’s Shoemaker

Duke & Dexter
A footwear brand specialising in men’s

loafers, Duke & Dexter draw upon

traditional British craftsmanship and

heritage as well as global inspiration

for their handmade designs.

Tessa Packard
Fine jewellery label 

Tessa Packard has 

become internationally 

recognised for its 

eclectic bi-annual 

collections that 

celebrate individuality, 

storytelling and 

unique design. 

The Jeweller

For years, British luxury was dominated by iconic heritage brands: revered fashion houses Burberry 
and Alexander McQueen; elegant five-star hotels The Savoy and Claridge’s; 
world-renowned companies Rolls-Royce and Garrard. And for good reason. 

So, just who are these courageous up-and-coming brands and craftsmen blazing a trail 
for British luxury, and who one day may be mentioned in the same breath as Jimmy Choo, 

or held in the same esteem as Wedgewood?  We find out…

Hillier Bartley
Following successes at 

a range of cult labels,

designers Luella Bartley

and Katie Hillier formed

their own luxury brand,

Hillier Bartley. With a

focus on fabrics, the 

line celebrates simple

English tailoring.



Celebrating their 10th anniversary this year,

Walpole’s Brands of Tomorrow and Crafted

programmes support and develop the 

next generation of British luxury brands 

and craftsmen. These prestigious programmes

pair these up-and-coming companies with

high-profile luxury industry insiders who

mentor participants through a year of

workshops and one-to-one coaching. 

Chaired by Thomas Pink CEO Jonathan Heilbron,

and held in association with law firm 

Mishcon de Reya and private equity company

Sloane Point Partners, Brands of Tomorrow 

has mentored 85 up-and-coming luxury brands

in the past decade.

The programme’s alumni includes Emilia Wickstead,

Charlotte Olympia, Astley Clarke, Bremont, 

Orlebar Brown, Business of Fashion, Osman,

Nyetimber, Shaun Leane and Miller Harris;

brands which have gone on to achieve great things, 

including global recognition, illustrious awards 

and new store openings across the world.  

Crafted: Makers of the Exceptional was launched 

by Guy Salter OBE in 2007, and is now supported by

luxury watchmakers Vacheron Constantin. 

The programme recognises how expert

craftsmanship is at the heart of all luxury goods ~

from handstitched bespoke shoes to delicately

hammered fine jewellery ~ ensuring the success 

of an industry built on the quality of its products. 

Crafted has nurtured 60 skilled craftmakers since 

its inception, and staged several showcases of work: 

two stand-alone exhibitions at Somerset House 

and the Royal Academy, and two exhibitions in 

Fortnum & Mason, as part of London Craft Week.

A focus on… 

Brands of Tomorrow 
and
Crafted

The Accessoriser

Troubadour
Troubadour is a London-

based design house

specialising in beautiful

handcrafted bags and

accessories, made from

the finest materials. 

The Luxury Services Brand

Capstar
Providing risk management, security

and luxury travel to corporate and

private clients in Europe and the

USA, Capstar employs former

military personnel guaranteeing 

a reassuringly secure service.

The Craft Curators

The New Craftsmen
The New Craftsmen

represents and sells

work from some 

of Britain’s best

independent craftsmen,

with a dedication to

makers, materials,

method and design



Agi & Sam
Agi & Sam is a forward-

thinking menswear

design studio examining

the world through a

truthful but humorous

lens to create product

with integrity and

meaning. 

The Menswear Designer The Game Maker

Alexandra Llewellyn
London-based designer

Alexandra Llewellyn creates

backgammon boards and

custom-made games tables

and games, crafted

in the UK. 

Camilla Elphick
Camilla Elphick shoe designs are defined by a feminine yet playful aesthetic

and focus on premium, ethically sourced materials and bespoke prints. 

Wayne Meeten - Silverware Angus Ross ~ Furniture

The Women’s Footwear Designer

Brands of Hope and Glory ~ Continued

Crafted ~ over the years
2011 2012

Method - Creative Woodwork

2013
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Emma Yeo - Millinery Michael Ruh ~ Glassware Eleanor Lakelin ~ Sculpture

Helen Amy Murray
Hailed by Vogue as ‘one to

watch’, Helen Amy Murray

hand-sculpts textiles into

unique 3D decorative surfaces,

with heavyweight clients

including Mandarin Oriental,

Christian Dior and Cartier. 

The Artist

Rory Dobner
With the aim to ‘put a little

piece of England in homes

across the world’, Rory Dobner

provides luxurious and unique

accessories which add style

and quirkiness to any home.

The Textile Sculptor

Exmoor Caviar
As the only caviar farm in 

the UK, Exmoor Caviar’s

ethos is simple: to produce

sustainable, outstanding

caviar and beautiful fresh

and smoked sturgeon meats. 

The Caviar Producer

2013 2014 2015

A look at just a few of the talented makers who have been nurtured by Walpole’s Crafted programme



C E L E B R AT E D  TA S T E M A K E R

y late father wore Old Spice, which in combination with
the Brylcreem in his hair, made for an indelible
combination that powerfully conjures up his presence
more strongly than any photograph can. He was a
fastidious dresser and liked his hair to be immaculate.

Whenever I am in the company of men a generation ahead of me,
there is usually someone wearing this scent combination, which 
I always find very nostalgic.

Roses, wood smoke and moss. These three strongly contrasting
scents are what most potently summon up the essence of
Englishness for me. Old-fashioned roses suggest spring and
summer, wood smoke heralds the onset of autumn, while moss, with
its damp, earthy aroma smells like winter. I love the smell of roses,
honeysuckle, narcissi, Pears glycerine soap. I also like dandelion
flowers, which smell like puppies and box plants (Buxus
sempervirens). The latter smell like someone who's just been
running and perspired. I’m not keen on anything that claims to smell
like violets, as the flowers have no scent whatsoever ~ or none that
my nose has ever detected.

When I was 12 years old, growing up in Swaziland, I had a huge crush
on an American girl called Betsy Clapp. I couldn’t afford to buy her
scent for her birthday, so I attempted to make my own by boiling
gardenia and rose petals in sugared jam jars and burying them in
the garden, hoping for magical osmosis. Fast forward four 
and a half decades and fellow houseguest in Mustique, 
Anya Hindmarch, saw me sniffing everything in sight and asked if 
I had ever thought of creating my own fragrance brand. With her
contacts and encouragement, I went ahead and took the gamble and
created my own line, JACK. 

The best part of the perfume-making process is mixing scent
combinations in my head. I also enjoy making that dream a reality
by mixing perfume oils together until you finally arrive at that 
'eureka' moment, when it's precisely what you imagined. 
Creating perfume is very solitary and instinctive, led entirely by your
nose, even though testing out various combinations on your friends
and strangers is very social. However, the final decision is yours and
yours alone. Whereas with acting, you have to rely on other people,
not all of whom always have the same agenda in mind!

Not being a professional ‘nose’, I have no preconceptions about what
will or won’t work together and am literally led by my nose and
instinct. As with the marijuana note in JACK, there have been raised
eyebrows about the inclusion of petrol as a note in my third fragrance
JACK-PICCADILLY ’69 prompting some perfume buffs to call it
‘utterly addictive’.

Red is my favourite colour and I wanted to create a brand that was
instantly recognisable as British, hence the glossy, pillar-box
packaging, and faded, vintage-style Union Jack drawstring bag that
acts as a sleeve to the bottle inside. Calling it JACK was logical, it’s
a no-nonsense British name that fits either sex. I didn’t want to call
it JACQUES and pretend that it was French. Ha-ha! 

Swazi-British actor, director and perfumer Richard E. Grant has
appeared in countless high-profile films and TV shows including Withnail
and I, Dracula and Game of Thrones. In 2014 he launched JACK, the first
of three unisex scents and continues to build upon his British-made
fragrance line. 
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Smell
by
Richard E.Grant
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F R A G R A N T
A very 

resurgence
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ot so very long ago, to think of English perfumery

brought toilet waters, politely scented with lavender,

rose and Devon violets, to mind. The kind of gifts 

to give to Granny ~ nothing risqué or recherché,

destined for the bathroom, not the bedroom. 

Unlike of course, that cheeky little French flacon squirrelled away

among your own undies. 

Certainly, as a child in the 1950s I would sneak my mother’s

lavender cologne ~ an icy, solid stick by Yardley ~ and rub it on

my temples to ward off an imagined headache. Aromatherapy

had yet to appear on our radar, but a soothing splash of lavender

was considered a hot weather treatment: Coty’s L’Aimant was a

treat used sparingly.  

How things have changed. A feisty new generation of scents has

given our home-grown industry a different reputation ~ and

there’s little that’s demure about it. Think of Miller Harris’ iconic

L’Air de Rien ~ undeniably louche and leathery as a Birkin bag.

The scent was made for ‘je t’aime’ Jane, after all. Or S&X

Rankin, a saucy sheets-to-shower fougère, panting with amber

and leather and splashed with Earl Grey tea. The latter is the

result of a collaboration between the eponymous fashion

photographer and Azzi Glasser, the British perfumer behind the

superbly ‘underdressed’ Agent Provocateur fragrances.

What’s behind the BritScent resurgence? Pundits nod to the

internet and the exponential rise in fragrance blogs ~ so many

of them British ~ for putting scent appreciation back on 

the menu. It seems social media has reminded Britain of its own

perfume heritage and inspired its revival. 

Indeed, in the 18th and 19th centuries, Britain’s perfume 

houses such as Yardley, Penhaligon and Floris founded on 

home-sourced essential oils, garnered enough royal warrants

to rival their French counterparts. Then, in the early 20th

century, the first designer scents exploited ‘modern’ synthetic

molecules, such as the aldehydes in Chanel No.5 and Lanvin’s

Arpège. Suddenly, Paris with its stylish, but naughty reputation,

led by a nose ~ and kept leading.  

It wasn’t until 1994 that Jo Malone made British colognes

sartorially cool by using traditional ingredients in unlikely

combinations. Lime, Basil & Mandarin Cologne is still a

bestseller; while Orange Bitters Cologne is tipped to be the

olfactory backtrack to the Christmas holidays. At the end of the

1990s, Jo Malone was famously bought out by Estée Lauder ~

one of the many overseas investors encouraged by the

groundswell to reanimate celebrated brands here.

N
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British perfumery has
come a long way since the
heady days of lavender
and lily of the valley, says
VICCI BENTLEY
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Independent perfumers
aren’t afraid to experiment
because they don’t have to
stay within a certain remit
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In the haute-luxe sector, the scent of success has never seemed

sweeter. Roja Dove launched Roja Parfums five years ago in

response to what he saw as a lack of substance in the market.

“From my bespoke work, I’d seen a sense of malaise. People were

seeking quality, creativity,” he recalls. Warm and leathery with 

a heart of English rose and jasmine, his exquisitely sensual

Great Britain has both in spades. Meanwhile, 51 ~ so numbered

after his Burlington Arcade boutique ~ has exuberantly mordant

raspberry, aniseed and clove, belying the compulsive sweetness

of white flowers and tuberose. 

Clive Christian, who in the late 1990s rescued Queen Victoria’s

favourite Crown Perfumery from obscurity by awarding it his own

name, has launched an English garden pair, par excellence. 

Noble VII Rock Rose and Cosmos Flower celebrate the grounds of

Christian’s own Queen Anne residence, established 300 years ago. 

If building on tradition is a British forte, so is bending the rules.

Sarah McCartney founder of 4160 Tuesdays, divides contemporary

British perfumers into two distinct camps. “It’s like music,”

she says. “There’s the classical orchestra and the indie bands.”

The ‘indies’ are the DIY perfumers of whom former journalist and

author McCartney is proud to be one. “We all want to do something

different. We make unclassifiable, cross-genre perfumes and can

take creative risks because the financial risks are smaller,” she says.

Her most recent scent, Up The Apples & Pears evokes 

an imaginary Smithfield pub run by landladies Cissie and 

Dotty Shuttleworth, in seedy 1933. Hops, mother’s ruin, roll-ups,

whisky and beer-drenched wooden floors are accords that

accompany the eponymous fruits. 

From their pedigree Grasse roots, the French may look down

their noses at the ‘English effect’, their name for our uprising

of largely self-taught perfumers. Jo Malone famously founded

her brand from her kitchen table. 

The latest Editions to Penhaligon’s Trade Routes collection,

Oud de Nil and Alizarin, have an oriental appeal. Yardley too

has updated its simple floral image with very modern 

eaux, such as green floral chypre, English Dahlia. Mayfair

stalwarts, Floris and Geo F Trumper remain staunchly

independent. With its creamy tuberose heart and softly

sweet oakmoss base, Bouquet de la Reine Eau de Toilette,

created by Floris as a wedding gift for Queen Victoria, easily

competes with on-trend florals. Similarly, Trumper’s Eau de

Quinine, with its curious, bittersweet rosemary and

bergamot tang, blended a century ago, still has an

international fan base. 
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Vicci Bentley
is an acclaimed beauty writer and fragrance expert

Linda Pilkington who launched Ormonde Jayne

with luxury scented candles, has, by special

request, created One, a jubilant jasmine and

amber number for her Bespoke Parfum

Collection at Selfridges. Perhaps the most

‘indie’ of them all, the late Angela Flanders,

got the bug while making potpourri for 

her furniture shop on Columbia Road. 

Her infinitely sensual green tuberose chypre

Precious One won a FiFi (Fragrance Foundation)

Award for best independent perfume four

years ago. Ones to watch include Leo Crabtree,

creative director of Beaufort London, who

commissioned perfumer Julie Marlowe to

create the smoky and tempestuous 1805

Tonnerre Eau De Parfum ~ think sea spray,

blood and gunpowder with brandy to toast the

battle of Trafalgar. 

Irreverent, bolshie, raw, inspired ~ it’s the sheer

audacity of the indies that classically trained

perfumer Ruth Mastenbroek finds inspiring.

“Independent perfumers aren’t afraid to

experiment because they don’t have to stay within

a certain remit.” This, she says, has challenged

her to push boundaries, too. 

She describes her eau de parfum Oxford, inspired by her time

there as an undergraduate, as “daring, rough and chic,”

a scent for “that moment in life when you discover you can make

your own choices, your own mistakes.” The peppery green

prelude, jasmine heart and cocooning, amber base perfectly

pitches impetus against comfort zone. “Because the market had

changed and there were so many niche brands out there, right from

the start I wanted to create something different,” she recalls. 

“I never tire of digging for ingredients that trigger a memory 

or association not just for myself, but also for everyone who wears

my perfumes. I want to bring soul back into fragrance,”

Mastenbroek affirms. Long may the English effect permeate

the world. 
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To Have

To Hold
British watches and jewellery have 

a unique emotional pull, according 

to JESSICA DIAMOND
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’ve been summoned to the Graff headquarters in the heart 

of Mayfair. After passing through various security checks that

include an air-lock style entry system and the visual once-over

by a couple of burly guards, I’m ushered to an upstairs board

room where the walls heave with Mr Graff’s personal

contemporary art collection. A lacquered box is brought in and

placed in front of me, before I’m invited to open the lid. Inside, nestled

in the bespoke velvet lining lies the world’s largest D flawless type

2A heart-shaped diamond, the Graff Venus. I’m about the tenth

person outside of the company to have ever set eyes on it. How to

describe such a thing? It’s like a pool of liquid light, and as I gaze

into its seemingly infinite interior, shards of refracted radiance are

fizzing with energy. It seems whiter than white, blindingly hot and yet

mesmerizing icy cold. And then in a gloved hand I pick it up, and it

sits in my palm, all 118.78 carats of gentle, priceless pressure.

It’s easy to see why such rare gems command extraordinary prices

and why Graff are arguably the world’s most successful purveyor of

important stones. In the world of gems, whether set or loose, visual

impact is everything, that indefinable magic that comes when the

sight of a piece of jewellery hits the back of the retina and then the

optic nerve. A split second later comes the jolt of adrenalin, and

the release of endorphins, and the accompanying desire to want

it and touch it; a literal, biological yet emotional pull, with the eye,

the brain, and the heart in total agreement. 

British jewellers are well versed with this hard-to-define magic,

having honed their skills for centuries in the workshops of Hatton

Garden, the Birmingham jewellery quarter and in the basements and

attics of Mayfair. Boodles, founded in 1798, has made a success of

imbuing their jewels with a quintessential Britishness that appeals

to its far-reaching client base. 

Kiki McDonough owner of her eponymous jewellery brand knows

it’s a thin line to tread between a successful design and a piece

with less appeal, “I believe British jewellery is essentially pretty,

but quite understated, whilst being noticeable at the same time.

We’re also incredibly good at capturing what people want to 

buy too.” How a piece feels is equally important, “people want 

to touch my jewellery,” says McDonough, “it’s approachable and 

it doesn’t feel fragile; it’s definitely not blingy, so you don’t 

back away!” she adds. Hawkins muses on more technical

aspects of the feel, “the volume to weight ratio needs to be in tune.

For some pieces a more substantial weight adds presence while

for an earring a lighter weight and flexibility is important”. 
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“British style draws on an eclectic mix of influences, weaving different

threads together to create something which is both classic and cool”,

says Rebecca Hawkins, Head of Design. In her opinion it’s not 

one thing, either stones or design that creates a spectacular jewel,

“it’s the sum of all details that elevate even the simplest design into

something truly special. These can be subtle nuances relating to

proportion, graduation, angles and hidden details or the bold use of

contrasts, colour and dramatic shapes for energy and impact”. 
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A new raft of British designers is coming to the fore, slotting into place on a

time line of venerable names, their skill and understanding of design pushing

them above the realms of ordinary. Lauren Adriana, Amy Burton at Hancocks, 

Ana de Costa, Tomasz Donocik, Alice Cicolini are just a handful of those pushing

the design envelope, striving for and achieving perfect, wearable arrangements

of metal and stone, their overriding oeuvre to be exceptional, different and

beautifully made.

“Exquisite craftsmanship lies at the core of British watch design”,

believes Vartkess Knadjian, CEO at Backes & Strauss, 

a company that combines the watch-making nouse of 

Franck Muller in its movements with the diamond expertise

of Backes & Strauss, the world’s oldest diamond

company. Bucking the trend for ultra-slim, ultra-light

timepieces (seen recently from brands such as

Bulgari and Richard Mille), diamond-set watches

are a signature of the house, although Knadjian

believes a Backes & Strauss can be worn on

any occasion. “Comfort is a central focus”,

he says from their Mayfair

headquarters, “each bracelet link is

individually made by hand. 

Every timepiece should be as

much a pleasure to wear as it

is to hold and to behold”.
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Jessica Diamond
is watches and jewellery editor at Condé Nast Traveller
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While fine watchmaking is dominated by production in Switzerland (Swiss

made is still the recognised benchmark of quality) British brothers Giles and

Nick English founders of Bremont watches are trailblazers in re-introducing

manufacturing into the UK. “All our assembly takes place at our workshops in

Henley-on-Thames”, says Giles English before revealing that a new facility in

Silverstone now makes Bremont cases and some movement parts for their

aviation-inspired timepieces, the first time that this has happened on this

scale for decades. Like other British watch brands, largely riding on the wave

created by Bremont, like Pinion, Garrick and Hoptroff, the British design

signature is one of classicism and clarity with clean, uncluttered dials. “All our

watches are very understated with designs that remain clear for optimum legibility,

a watch you can wear in the boardroom or up Mount Everest!” says English. 

But can a watch evoke similar emotions to a piece of jewellery? Certainly it’s

heirloom potential makes it a powerful carrier of memories, with the added

layer of the tick-tock of a movement brought back to life as it’s passed down

a family line, as if re-born with each new generation of use. But emotional

fireworks? Leave that to jewellery and its visceral effect on women and men.

As Laurence Graff says: “I’m drawn to diamonds ~ I want to touch them, feel

them and look at them. I clean them, I treasure them, I cherish them. From the

start I always respected the fact that they were valuable, that they sparkled and

that they lived”.
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But can a watch evoke
similar emotions to a 
piece of jewellery?
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C E L E B R AT E D  TA S T E M A K E R

s a child, I was always carrying stones around,
putting them in my pockets, in the bath, my bed…
sleeping curled up around them so that
they had space to breathe. There’s
something intrinsically human in

the way we understand stones and rocks ~ their
permanence and ancientness. It is as if they contain
some kind of quiet unspoken wisdom. 

Stones have seen billions of years of the planet’s
history in their making, and that’s mind-blowing to
me. Whether it’s a river-tumbled topaz shaped by
years of waves or a diamond formed in the earth’s
interior that softens to create a beautiful surface
sheen, jewellery is wonderfully tactile. 

I like to work with organic shapes and continue to be inspired
by nature’s infinite beauty. It is far more powerful to keep a stone’s
edge less polished rather than have it cast and bound. In a world
that’s so homogenised, it’s nice to celebrate imperfections. 

Of course, heirloom pieces that hold memories of the people who
wore them carry a strong emotional attachment. I have a pair of
earrings, studded with diamonds, peridots and rubies, which once
belonged to my great-grandmother. In the 1920s, during her intrepid
travels, she stopped in Japan and bought them there. I work in Asia
a lot, so it was surprising to read in her diary that we had stayed in
the same places. My great grandmother was also an inventor and a
painter and to me these earrings represent the female line in my
family and how we can all draft stories into objects. 

Jewellery also has an audio element. I was recently working in
Burma. It’s a country where from dawn to dusk you hear the sound
of bells ~ from the Buddhist temples, to the elephants that wear
them around their necks. I like the idea of a bell with its own unique
voice so I created a collection of filigree balls containing precious
gems. The gems tumble around inside like seedpods and can be
rattled by the wearer. I love the idea that you see a beautiful thing
and then, with a little movement, sound brings it to life. 

That’s why jewellery is so special. You can incorporate all the five
senses into one piece. The palettes you can play with in terms of
colour are endless. There are sapphires, which go from clear through
to black and every beautiful rich colour of the rainbow, or tiger’s eye,
which encompasses rich shades of gold and earth. 

Sometimes you can look at a gemstone in a case and think it looks
lovely but it’s not until you hold it in your hand, feel its weight, put it
against the body, watch it catch the light in a certain way and
suddenly you are completely mesmerised as it comes alive. I dream
about stones, especially when I am working long days in India,
picking them for my collections. Later, when I close my eyes, all I
see are aquamarines, emeralds and lapis lazuli. It’s a sight to behold!

Pippa Small MBE, is a British jewellery designer who creates
handmade pieces with ethically sourced, uncut gemstones, crystal
and Fairtrade gold. She continues to work with the charity Turquoise
Mountain in Afghanistan, as well as collaborating with indigenous
craftspeople around the world.

Touch
by Pippa Small
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